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Abstract

Analysis and design of programs by using tools has emerged to a standard technique in object-oriented software engineering. Many of these tools claim to implement methods according to the UML standard and some of the tools provide automatic layout of the diagrams drawn by the user or generated automatically from source code. In this paper we propose a set of aesthetic criteria for UML class diagrams and discuss the relation between these criteria, HCI and design aspects of object-oriented software. First we describe critics from the viewpoint of HCI to the UML notation and restrict ourself to changes which do not require non-standard modifications to the UML notation guide, then we list quality relations between class diagrams and object-oriented software models. After that our set of aesthetic criteria, that reflect the highly sophisticated structural and semantic features of UML class diagrams, is explained. Finally, we show that an implementation and measurement of this proposal is realizable using a prototypical graph drawing framework.
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1 Introduction

Class diagrams according to the standardized software development language UML (Unified Modeling Language) [OMG 2001] have been frequently implemented in different tools in the last years. Even if these tools claim to be conformant to the UML, most tools support only a subset of the standardized features [Eichelberger 2002b]. Model exchange between different tools is currently extremely difficult, because most tools implement a vendor-specific version of the standard model interchange format XMI [OMG 1999] in order to store layout information like coordinates or font descriptions. Therefore automatic layout algorithms are useful when pure model information is exchanged, diagrams are generated from source code and the analysis/design documents are validated against the implementation.

As a modeling standard the UML does not say anything on how to produce readable diagrams. Especially when larger diagrams are shared, an agreement on aesthetics has to be made in order to reduce the costs of communication and to minimize misunderstandings which result from drawing the same diagram in many different ways. Unfortunately, tools of different vendors calculate the layout of class diagrams according to different aesthetic principles. Therefore we propose a set of aesthetic criteria for UML class diagrams that reflect all features of the current class diagram specification. From these criteria a set of metrics can be derived, that then can be used to automatically classify and calculate a quality judgement. After a brief description of related work we review the critics on the UML notation from the viewpoint of HCI, human perception and cognitive psychology and conclude valid layout methods without introducing non-standard modifications to the UML notation guide. Since UML class diagrams are used to model static aspects of object-oriented software, we describe facts which relate to design quality and list relations between design and layout quality. In section 5 we present our set of aesthetic criteria. Finally a discussion on realizing these criteria by a concrete layout algorithm, several conclusions and future work is given.

2 Related Work

In [Eichelberger 2002b] we showed that current UML tools, which are usually CASE (Computer Aiding Software Engineering) tools, do not implement state-of-the-art layout algorithms. Most of the 43 tools regarded in this evaluation do not implement all features specified by the UML and some of them produce horrible layout results. Based on this evaluation we proposed in [Eichelberger 2002a] a set of aesthetic criteria and gave some positive and negative examples produced by different commercial tools. In [Eichelberger 2002a] we shortly described an algorithm to realize our proposal and a prototypical implementation of this algorithm. A more precise introduction to our algorithm can be found in [Eichelberger and Wolff von Gudenberg 2002].

Even if the layout of class diagrams appears as a NP-hard problem, there are several other promising approaches to this problem: Caesar [Gutwenger et al. 2002], yFiles [Wiese et al. 2002] or DiaGen [Köth and Minas 2002]. Caesar is a C++-library which tries to find a balanced layout respecting aesthetic criteria like crossing minimization, bend minimization, uniform direction, orthogonal layout and edge labeling but any UML-based aspects. yFiles is a Java-based library which implements different data structures and algorithms for graph drawing according to orthogonalization and compaction. The DiaGen architecture is based on a hypergraph transformer and gathers information with influence on the semantic representation of the drawing.

A set of general graph drawing aesthetics is described in [Battista et al. 1999; Batini et al. 1985; Wetherell and Shannon 1979; Tamassia et al. 1988], basic measurements on general graphs are given in.
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3 UML Critics

After long years of discussion (Booch, OOSE, Coad-Yourdon, Fusion, Shlaer-Mellor) the notion of a commonly agreed notation for object-oriented software design has become obvious. The software engineering community agreed to a unified notation which emerged to an OMG standard. We assume that the reader is familiar with the most frequently used parts of this notation. Despite of the critics which rely on the software engineering aspects, other disciplines started to criticize the UML from their viewpoints.

The UML notation lacks in different graphical codes (see [Ware 2000]) which are common for node-link-diagrams. Neither color, which refers to the entity type, nor the size of the elements, which refers to the magnitude of the entity are specified in the UML. Partitions within enclosed regions, which obviously refer to entity partitions in packages e.g. are ignored. Shapes enclosed by contour introduce multiple confusingly meanings: packages in packages or classes in packages are contained, classes in classes are composed and inner or nested classes which are usually structurally enclosed are attached by the so called anchor notation (which is defined for packages as well). Additionally the thickness of links usually describes the strength of connections and neither the meaning of proximity nor spatial ordering of model elements are defined in the UML. An enhanced notation based on these critics and the principles of Geon diagrams (proximity, similarity, closure) is described in [Iriani and Ware 1999].

Regarding notational and structural aspects, in [Diskin et al. 2000; Diskin 2002] a more precise notation based on the arrow-diagram logic framework is proposed. Additionally the UML and the tools implemented to support working with the UML could be analyzed from the viewpoint of HCI and cognitive psychology by regarding the framework of cognitive dimensions in [Green and Blackwell 1998].

4 Class Diagrams and Design

Since class diagrams describe the static class structure of object-oriented models, further aspects of object-oriented software engineering should be taken into account. The main question is: Is the beauty of a diagram measured in dimensions of aesthetic criteria somehow related to the quality the object-oriented design modeled by that diagram?

One direction is obvious: If a well designed model is laid out by one of the layout algorithms described in [Eichelberger 2002] the result is usually a horrible layout. Therefore a horrible layout usually does not always imply a poor quality of the model.

In order to inspect the other direction, we have to find out what criteria influence the quality of an object-oriented model and how these criteria can be measured. Many publications (development processes [Jacobson et al. 1999], common software engineering [Summerville 1996], analysis and design patterns [Gamma et al. 1995] e.g.) dealing with object-oriented design, describe commonly agreed methods how to find classes and relations between them and especially how to focus on the relevant aspects of the software system to be modeled. In [Genero et al. 2000] an overview of current measurements on design aspects is given. Usually source code related measurements are not taken into account for layout algorithms because in the early iterations design documents and not source code are produced. On the other side, coding-style independent source code metrics [Lorenz and Kidd 1994; Zuse 1998] might be respected in round-trip engineering when code is synchronized with diagrams and vv.

The design criteria D1 to D8 introduced below as well as the HCI criteria P1 and P2 are then used in section 5 to emphasize the validity of our aesthetic criteria for UML class diagrams.

D1: forests: The depth of inheritance trees introduced in [Chidamber and Kemerer 1994] partially limits the physical dimensions of the drawing. On the other side, well-designed OO systems are those structured as forests of classes, rather than as one very large inheritance lattice [Basili et al. 1996; Marchesi 1998]. Therefore these trees should be clearly visible and spatially separated from each other according to P1.

D2: kind of inheritance: The in-degree restricted to inheritance relations should be minimized like described in [Lorenz and Kidd 1994] (restricted use of multiple-inheritance, e.g.). Therefore the inheritance trees/implementations hierarchies are simplified.

D3: number of children: The number of children introduced in [Chidamber and Kemerer 1994] relates to the difficulty to modify the implementation and usually requires more testing because the class potentially affects all of its children. Furthermore, a class with numerous children may have to provide services in a larger number of contexts and must be flexible.
Figure 1: A class scaled to the magnitude of its coupling and a magnitude-related decorative stereotype.

D4: class size metrics: Despite of obvious countings of class members, different other approaches have been proposed in [Brito e Abreu and Melo 1996; Marchesi 1998; Lorenz and Kidd 1994; Zuse 1998]. One obvious point is that empty classes, that do neither implement any methods nor define any attributes, are a lack in design quality [Lorenz and Kidd 1994]. They do not add any functionality except of usually inheriting from superclasses. While design takes progress there might be some classes which have not been fully specified so far. This could be marked by ellipses instead of method or attribute signatures in order to show, that these classes will not remain empty. Note that empty interfaces are widely used as marker interfaces (like `Serializable` in Java) and should not be treated like empty classes. In [Genero et al. 2000] further measurements on class complexity are mentioned: number of associations, height of a class within the aggregation hierarchy, number of multiple aggregations, number of in/out-dependencies and the number of (direct) parts/wholes respecting compositions. In [Marchesi 1998] additionally the weighted number of responsibilities as well as the weighted number of dependencies are described. Differences between key, abstract and concrete classes [Lorenz and Kidd 1994] can simply be flagged by (decorative) stereotypes by the modeler. Class reuse [Zuse 1998] is reflected by all UML-relations which can be attached to a class. Based on a combined measurement reflecting the different approaches, additional tool-specific tag-values or a magnitude-related decorative stereotype (see figure 1) can be displayed within the class rectangle. Since changes of the model by a layout algorithm are usually not tolerable, the area occupied by classes (P2) might be adjusted according a weighted combination of metrics. Note, that in early analysis and design phases, classes are not always fully specified and class size metrics may lead to misinterpretations. Even if alternative line styles would be appropriate to reflect the (hidden) complexity, error-proneness (active classes), hard mental operations (increasing number of different line styles) and multiple substrands of the standard would be the consequence.

dependencies as well as inheritance relations map to edges. In this paper, properties which describe the graph and its (planar) embedding are given in terms of nodes and edges. Reasons of these properties based on the semantics of class diagrams are given in the terms of class diagrams like classes and relations. For class diagrams having not more than 10 classes and 10 relations (like most diagrams in the UML specification) it seems to be superfluous to define any aesthetic criteria. When diagrams grow like the diagrams in the semantics section of the UML specification document, a lot of diagrams seem to follow inherent rules when positioning classes and the relations in between. Primarily, any definition of aesthetics on class diagrams should be consistent to the style guidelines or the presentation options defined by the UML like font faces, text justification or underlining. Most criteria listed below can be derived directly from the description of the several features defined in [OMG 2001] by creating erroneous layout situations which influence reading diagrams in a negative way. Additionally certain respect to general aesthetic principles from graph drawing are included. So far we did not evaluate our criteria of the validity. The following principles (a refined and extended version to [Eichelberger 2002a]) are ordered according to priorities, references to prior work are given for most principles:

A1: Edges should be directed to a common direction according to different partitions of the set of edges. The relations in a class diagram can be partitioned according to different rules. Because programmers and software engineers are used to think in hierarchies to give their projects a certain structure like class, package, module or containment hierarchies we recommend to partition the edges in a set of hierarchical and non-hierarchical edges. An usual partition would be to regard the inheritance and realization relations as hierarchical and the other relations as non-hierarchical relations. Package containment, class nesting (by the anchor notation), aggregations ([Genero et al. 2000]), compositions, directed associations and dependencies may be considered as hierarchy as well. According to different viewpoints a user defined hierarchy may be appropriate. The hierarchy should be clearly visible ([Sugiyama et al. 1981], see P1). In figure 3 inheritance edges (C1 to C2, e.g.) are chosen as hierarchy.

A2: Respect spatial relations. According to P1 and D1 to D8 spatial relations and a two-dimensional node distribution should be respected. Collaborations, pattern notations, coupling and inter/intra-package class relations can be visualized respecting spatial relations and vicinity. Different hierarchy trees defined according to A1 should be laid out spatially separated (P1, D1). This is shown in figure 2 or in figure 3 at class C2.

A3: Center parents or children. Especially in hierarchy relations, a parent node should be positioned as close as possible to the median position of its children. A child node should be located as close as possible to the median position of its parents [Wetherell and Shannon 1979; Sugiyama et al. 1981]. Of course this may apply to neighbours in non-hierarchical relations as well. Note the implications of D1, D2, D3 and A2. In figure 3 C2 is centered above C8.

A4: General constraints on nodes. Except of nested nodes like compositions or nested packages which are not connected by anchor relations, nodes should not overlap other nodes or edges [Wetherell and Shannon 1979]. Of course the area required by an individual class should be minimized [Coleman and Parker 1996; Fruchterman and Reingold 1991] with respect to the contents (name, attributes and method section, further compartments) and the magnitude of classes (see F2, D4 and D5). Nodes on the same hierarchy level should have the same vertical or horizontal coordinate [Wetherell and Shannon 1979], respectively, according to the way (top-down, left-right, e.g.) the hierarchy is drawn. If hyperbolic or radial layout is used, the hierarchy levels are represented by circular-like shapes. Note, that D6, Top-level or leaf-positioned empty classes (D4) may force certain exceptions to this rule. Nodes should not be too close together as well as nodes should not be too far apart [Coleman and Parker 1996; Davidson and Harel 1996] with respect to spatial relations according to D1 to D8. Templates at classes or pattern nodes should neither overlap with the class interior (name compartment e.g.) nor with edges connected to this class. While the borders of packages might be crossed by edges (but not by visible nodes), the tab
used to display the name of a package should not be crossed neither by edges nor by nodes. A general font size should be used for class interior elements belonging to the same group (class names, stereotypes e.g.) or compartment type (operations, attributes, user-defined e.g.), font attributes should be used according to the UML notation guide.

**A5: Nodes should be clustered according to semantic reasons.** Package membership, composition notation (looks like nested classes) and natural clusters like n-ary associations or patterns lead to an obvious clustering. Members of a cluster should be located in a close vicinity, especially if packages should be visualized as individual model elements. A2 and therefore P1 have to be respected.

In figure 3 C1 to C7 are members of the package abc, C9 to C11 and the rhomb are members of a ternary association. These classes are members of separate clusters.

**A6: Avoid crossings and overlappings on edges.** Different edges should not overlap, this means that every edge should be visible and readable as an individual [Fruchterman and Reingold 1991]. Of course edges should not overlap nodes. Since class diagrams usually admit a non-planar embedding, edge crossings cannot always be avoided but they should be circumvented whenever possible. In the case of edge crossings the symbol defined in the UML should be used.

**A7: General constraints on edges.** Edges should not be too short as well as edges should not be too long [Coleman and Parker 1996; Davidson and Harel 1996]. Edges should have not too much bends [Battista et al. 1999]. The angle between (horizontal) incident edges should not be too small [Coleman and Parker 1996]. Nodes should not be located too close to edges [Davidson and Harel 1996] except if they are connected to these edges or one of the other principles forces a close vicinity.

**A8: Centered position of selected nodes.** Nodes like the rhomb representing an n-ary association, the package notation node or the junction point of multiple dependencies should be centered relatively to the connected nodes. The same is true for comments but comments have a lower priority. This maps especially to P1.

In figure 3 the rhomb is centered to its attached classes C9 and C11.

**A9: Vicinity and position of association classes.** An association class is a class based specification of features of an association. An association class is attached by a dashed line to an association. Therefore the association class should be located in a close vicinity in order to simplify the reading of the diagram. Additionally the UML specification says: The attachment point should not be near enough to either end of the path that it appears to be attached to, the end of the path, or to any of the association end adornments.

In figure 3 C2 is attached to the composition between C3 and C5. C6 is attached to the reflective edge from C5 to itself.

**A10: Vicinity of comment nodes.** Comments, which are connected to other model elements, should be located as close as possible to the connected nodes. Especially if comments are connected to multiple model elements, the comment should be centered between the connected model elements if possible. Because the main information is located in all other model elements and comments represent additional descriptive information, this principle has a lower priority than A3 and A9. Comment nodes should be respected in package containment as well.

In figure 3 the comments note1 and note2 are located as close as possible to the connected model elements.

**A11: Hyperedges should be as short as possible.** The length of edges between edges (hyperedges) like xor-constraints at associations or generalizations of associations should be as short as possible. The connected model elements should be located in a close vicinity because of semantic reasons and a better readability. Hyperedges are not shown in figure 3. As an alternative, generalizations of associations might be written as generalizations of empty association classes.

**A12: Adornments should be clearly assigned to their model elements.** Generally, constraints and tagged values may be attached to every model element. Additionally, associations in UML may be specified by different graphical and textual adornments like association names, multiplicities, qualifiers, navigability or other adornments and rolenames. These additional specifications as well as discriminators at inheritance edges should be clearly assigned to their model elements and should neither overlap other adornments nor other model elements. It is desirable that the text is oriented to one general direction. A general font size should be used for edge adornments belonging to the same group (constraints e.g.), font attributes should be used according to the UML notation guide. In figure 3 a directed association at C6 and an aggregation at C3 are shown.

**A13: Special requirements for reflective associations.** Adornments to reflective associations (associations which have the same class as start and endpoint) should be clearly visible. This is especially true for multiple reflective associations at one class, which should not overlap. Relations between reflective associations and other model elements like comments or association classes should not cross other model elements (especially reflective associations).

In figure 3 two reflective associations are connected to C5.

**A14: Join edges if possible.** Inheritance relations, aggregations and compositions should be joined like described in [OMG 2001] wherever possible. This admits a kind of orthogonal layout for hierarchical relations. If orthogonal layout is mainly used for the layout of non-hierarchical edges, this criterion may be omitted in order to emphasise the hierarchical relations.

**A15: Respect graph drawing constraints.** Rectangular aspect-ratio (see also P1 and P2), compact drawing (minimizing the area of the drawing, see P1 and P2), minimization of bends (respecting the number of bends on an edge or the variance of the number of bends on all edges), angular resolution and symmetry (as far as possible for UML class diagrams) are desirable. All facts of this criterion are typical for graph drawing issues and explained in [Battista et al. 1999]. But first of all it is relevant that an algorithm covers all of the sophisticated features specified in the UML and respects the vicinities implicitly defined by the UML semantics.

### 6 Layout and Design

If a layout algorithm respects all the criteria listed in the last section, it should produce a readable diagram. According to section 4 the following (incomplete) list of indicators can be seen as design problems warnings:
I1: Huge inheritance/aggregation hierarchies (D1) can simply be identified in a class diagram. As an example, the current Java library (version 1.4.1) consists of more than 4000 classes, the height of the inheritance tree is 9 which fits to [Chidamber and Kemerer 1994].

I2: Many classes at the borders of a package, few classes in the center imply coupling problems.

I3: Many children in hierarchy relations signal a lack in class structuring - on the other side the inheritance hierarchy may grow while restructuring these classes.

I4: A high percentage of the classes occupy relatively large areas according to P2: There might be a problem with the assignment of responsibilities to that classes and a problem of class complexity.

I5: Many inter-package-relations, fewer intra-package-relations: The classes of such a package provide more services to classes outside that package and the members of that package use only few of that services - a problem of coupling.

I6: Class with a high number of outgoing relations indicate, that classes depend on too much other classes. Again a problem of assigning responsibilities to a set of classes.

I7: Cross-relations between independent trees respecting hierarchy relations indicate a low use of common services or attributes in top level classes of that hierarchy.

I8: Empty classes are usually a design problem and should not occur (see D4).

If only layout issues like mentioned in section 5 are respected to measure the quality of a diagram, the design influences the layout, but a bad design does not automatically admit a bad drawing. Hence, a bad design does not automatically lead to lower metric values in the layout metrics. If there would be commonly agreed limits for the design metrics discussed in section 4, the indicators discussed in this section might be used to judge the design quality of a diagram. Implicitly, all these indicators affect the area occupied by the whole drawing. Therefore a better design would probably result in a lower drawing area and in a better layout metric value. Hence, there is a relation between quality and layout which is expressed in certain layout situations, the size of the drawing compared with alternative designs and the values of a composed design metric or a combined layout-design metric. Using a non-UML marking technique like shading or coloring to highlight parts of the drawing according to related design indicators in a tool, this would spot model elements and relations to be redesigned. Alternatively, classes could be flagged by additional (decorative) stereotypes like described for D4.

7 Realization

In [Eichelberger 2002a] we described the realization of most of the aesthetic principles listed in section 5 by a layout algorithm implemented in the prototypical graph-drawing framework SugiBib [Eichelberger 2002c; Eichelberger and Wolff von Gudenberg 2002]. SugiBib is a pure Java framework which implements preparation steps, the ranking, different edge crossing minimizations and the coordinates calculation on two types of edges based on the Sugiyama-Algorithm [Sugiyama et al. 1981]. The layout algorithm for class diagram is a multi-step extension, specialization and instantiation of the basic framework. The framework approach enables reuse and exchange of different components to easily experiment with alternative algorithms and implementations. In [Eichelberger 2002a] to each step of the algorithm the aesthetic principles in section 5 guaranteed or respected by this step have been mentioned. The object-oriented measures can be delivered from outside or calculated in the UML extension of our basic drawing framework before or while running the layout algorithm. The new dimensions (P1 to P2) introduced by this paper can be realized as follows:

- D6: Signature-based coupling can be represented by hidden dependencies between class signatures and classes representing the types in these signatures. Therefore after introducing (weighted) hidden dependencies to the framework, the sub-algorithms implementing the algorithmic steps automatically respect this information.
- P2: Enlargement according to the magnitude of classes (complexity, coupling) can be realized after the minimum area sizes have been calculated. Model elements like packages, which contain other model elements, are automatically scaled according to the area occupied by the contained elements.
- P1: Spatial distribution has to be guaranteed by extensions to the ranking mechanism and the coordinates algorithm in order to enlarge the package nodes and to ensure the coupling related node positions or by an additional separate subalgorithm.

The figures 5 to 11 as well as the figures in the color plate depict the current state of the implementation.

8 Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper we described changes to the UML notation guide from non-software-engineering viewpoints. Most of these modifications would probably increase the readability of UML class diagrams but they should be respected in the layout of UML software diagrams only, if they are incorporated into the standard. Therefore we restricted ourself to two dimensions (P1 and P2) which can be respected in UML class diagram layout without further changes to the standard. We analyzed object-oriented design metrics which are currently in discussion and related the information which can be gathered from these metrics to layout proposals. We presented a set of aesthetic criteria with respect to these results and discussed the realization of our proposal. In order to verify our ideas, all aesthetic criteria have to be translated into mathematical formulae which then represent layout metrics for UML class diagrams. These formulae can then be encoded as a metrics calculation framework to be applied directly to the layout results of SugiBib as well as to modeling information exported by other tools (XMI [OMG 1999] e.g.). The integration of XMI into SugiBib is currently in progress. Based on the automatic calculation of metrics for object-oriented design models, an empirical validation of user preferences, which is scheduled for the future, can
be executed. On the one side, CASE tools might be respected in this evaluation and on the other side the layout calculated by current CASE tools can be measured and compared based on mathematical measurements. Additionally, further practical experience on encoding advanced software engineering information into standard UML diagrams will be gained from this study.
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Figure 5: The example diagram in figure 3 drawn by SugiBib. Neither complexity nor coupling is respected. So far the layout of annotated comments is not implemented.

![Diagram 2](image2)

Figure 6: Activated spatial distribution on the example diagram. The shaded area emphasizes the borderline between inter-package coupled classes and intra-package coupled classes. This area is a non-UML feature and shown only for demonstration purpose.
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Figure 9: Another example: The UML core backbone class diagram drawn by SugiBib. The classes are coloured by a non-UML feature.

Figure 10: The UML core backbone class diagram with annotated complexity stereotypes.

Figure 11: The nodes in the UML core backbone class diagram scaled according to the complexity of the classes.